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Synnytek offers a Solar Power Unit designed to give all power to hotels, offices and business 
centras to make building independent of grid  and powered by sun only. Solar Power Unit ( SPU) is 
based on new developments in solar panels and energy storage available last months only.      
SPU have a solar panel array with a number of the new generation thin film panels that make the 
electricity. This is typically in the range of 25 KW-100KW. Panels can be installed on the roof.
Energy storage is done with a new generation Ni-Mh Bipolar battery with very good life time ( up to 
20 Years )and reasonable cost. Electrical management and inverters are based on the new 
generation Bi-Directional charger/inverter.

Features of Solar Power unit SPU series.
 
* Modular design with electronics in one module and battery system in a pallet style module
* Easy to upgrade and add more features and capacity later
* 25 KWH energy storage modules in new efficient new Ni-MH design with best performance
* Solar panels of new generation of CIGS panels that gives much better output cloudy days
* Solar panels gives about 10% more KWH / year than crystalline panels over the year
* Bi-Directional Charger / inverter reduce losses about 5% to old solutions
* DC high voltage power bus makes better efficiency and easier to add new components

SPU system is optimised for Tropical areas and their demands in humidity, corrosion and high 
temperatures. Solar panels are laminated with glass at backside to resist UV damages of plastic 
foils many others use. Lifetime can be 40 years while others make maybe 
25 years.
The design makes power far cheaper than a diesel generator and also 
cheaper than most local grids in KWH cost. The battery act as back up so 
an unreliable grid is not a problem anymore.
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Sunnytek and partners offer a new concept in modular solar farms including energy storage to a 
reasonable cost and a long life cycle. New technology in better solar panels, one axis trackers and 
dramatically improved battery solution makes this package very attractive. It works in all sites 
where cost and reliability is a demand for many years ahead.
Design is based on blocks of 250 KWH energy storage capacity that is matched to a number of 
solar panels that match the location and what is needed in power. Panels are typically 160KW and 
up. Upon demand we use that number of energy blocks each site needs to fulfil demands.
Solar panels and design criteria
Normally we use thin film panels of the newest 
design that works in twilight and cloudy weather. 
Normally the panels shall charge what is needed in 
the 24 hour operation in 4-6 hours depends on how 
sunny the area is. We support with calculations if 
we know location and your demands in output. It 
differs a lot in solar radiation.
Thin film panels are better when very hot and when 
cloudy and is a better choice than crystalline panels 
in output and total output i KWH / year. This is the 
most robust panel with laminated glass and no 
sensitive plastics on the back side. UV radiation and salt water will have no 
effects to glass surfaces. Warranty is up to 25 years.
Features of solar panels
* Thin film Cadmium free CIGS panel in laminated glass.
* Each panel gives 145W-170W according to standard measurement 

procedure.
* Thin film gives 20-30 % more output than a crystalline panel a cloudy day.
* Not very sensitive to partial shadows from leaves etc. on panel surface.
* Best Life cycle costs years and more as output in KWH is higher.
* 10/25 years standard warranty and produced in Germany or Japan.
* Strong resistance to hail storms and wind forces.
After long analyse we see this is the best solution in tropical areas of the 
globe. Output power over life time in KWH is best and it is the trouble free solution. Panels are 
suitable for 1 KV connection and we supply spark protection  system for lightning problems and 
thunder storms.
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Typical graph of solar power 
during days where the blue 
top graph is the design we 
have. Brown graph is 
standard crystalline panels at 
same conditions. Drop outs 
are clouds in the sky. We 
have about 10% extra here.

Solar panel installation  hard ware.
This is important and we have 2 solutions 
here. On surface sites we propose one axis 
trackers as they gives about 25% more power 
during day. They do also make more power at 
morning and evenings when power is 
needed. Pls see graph at right. They are 
clearly preferable in Life Cycle cost. Design 
and production to get highest quality and low 
maintenance for over 20 years.
Roof installations needs fixed mounts so 
panels act as the roof. Here we have a 
aluminum profile design that is simple and 
robust. This is the best solution on places like 
Hotels and schools where panels are well 
protected up on the roof.
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Solar mounting systems

FS Track 4

Advantages of solar trackers
• Increase of the solar yield (up to 25% depending on

the location)
• Longer utilization of the midday solar peak

• Feed-in tariffs depending on the time of day
• Direct trading
• Self consumption of solar power

• Sometimes, trackers are explicitly required in invitations to
tender
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Solar mounting systems
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Product presentation
FS Track
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Solar mounting systems

FS Track 5

Advantages of Solar Tracker
The cost-optimized tracker system for big ground-mounted solar plants
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Solar tracker

2-axis tracking

Horizontal trackerElevation trackingAzimuth tracking

1-axis tracking
Pros:
- Increased extra yields

Cons:
- Very space-consuming
- High costs for the substructure

Pros:
- Only little space required (no

shade distances in North-South
direction

- Big module areas possible
- Very economically efficient

design possible

Cons:
- Smaller extra yields than with

2-axis trackers

Pros:

Cons:
- Very space-consuming
- High costs for the substructure
- Only little extra yields

Pros:

Cons:
- Very space-consuming
- High costs for the substructure
- Only little extra yields
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SOLIBRO GMBH
OT Thalheim, Sonnenallee 32–36
06766 Bitterfeld-Wolfen, Germany

EMAIL sales@solibro-solar.com
WEB www.solibro-solar.com

MCS PV 0151 
Photovoltaic System

MADE IN GERMANY

UL 1703
No 244748
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MECHaNICaL SPECIfICaTIONS
Length 1190 (+3/-1) mm
width 789.5 (+3/-1) mm
Height 7.3 mm (+ junction box, 15.5 mm)
weight 16.5 kg
front cover 4 mm tempered low iron glass with AR coating
Back cover 3 mm float glass
frame None

Cell type CIGS [Cu (In, Ga) Se2]

Junction box Protection class IP 67, with 1 bypass diode;
76 mm x 58 mm x 15.5 mm

Cable type Solar cable 2.5 mm²; 
(+) 855 (+20 / -0) mm; (−) 735 (+20 / -0) mm

Connector Renhe 05-6

ELECTRICaL CHaRaCTERISTICS 
PERfORMaNCE aT STaNDaRD TEST CONDITIONS (1000 w/m2, 25˚C, AM 1.5 G SPECTRUM) 1

POWER CLASS (+5 / - 0 W) [W] 125 130 135 140 145
Minimum Power PMPP [w] 125.0 130.0 135.0 140.0 145.0

Short Circuit Current ISC [a] 1.73 1.75 1.77 1.79 1.81
Open Circuit Voltage VOC [V] 103.4 104.5 105.6 106.7 107.8
Current at PMPP IMPP [a] 1.50 1.54 1.58 1.62 1.66
Voltage at PMPP VMPP [V] 83.4 84.5 85.5 86.5 87.4
Module efficiency [%] ≥ 13.3 ≥ 13.8 ≥ 14.4 ≥ 14.9 ≥ 15.4

PERfORMaNCE aT NOMINaL MODULE OPERaTING TEMPERaTURE (800 w/m2, NMOT, AM 1.5 G SPECTRUM) 1

POWER CLASS (+5 / - 0 W) [w] 125 130 135 140 145
Minimum Power PMPP [w] 94.2 97.9 101.6 105.4 109.3
Short Circuit Current ISC [a] 1.39 1.40 1.42 1.44 1.45

Open Circuit Voltage VOC [V] 97.8 98.9 100.1 101.2 102.3
Current at PMPP IMPP [a] 1.20 1.23 1.26 1.29 1.32
Voltage at PMPP VMPP [V] 78.5 79.6 80.6 81.7 82.8
1 Measurement accuracy PMPP: ± 5%; tolerance ISC, VOC, IMPP, VMPP: ± 10%. All STC measurements are based on a pre-treatment of modules with 20 kWh/m² 
of light soaking (20 hours at 1000 W/m² and MPP) followed by a cool down to 25 °C. 

I-V CURVES aT VaRIOUS TEMPERaTURES aND 
IRRaDIaNCE LEVELS PERfORMaNCE aT LOw IRRaDIaNCE

The typical relative change in module efficiency (with respect to nominal power) 
at an irradiance of 200 W/m2 in relation to 1000 W/m2 (both at 25˚C and AM 
1.5 G spectrum) is - 4.0 % rel. 

NOTE!
See the Installation and Operating 
Manual or contact the technical 
service for further information on 
approved installation and use of 
this product.

QUaLIfICaTIONS 
aND CERTIfICaTES

IEC 61646 (Ed. 2), 
IEC 61730 (Ed.1) application 
class A, UL 1703 (CSA)

The production site is certified 
according to ISO 9001 for Quality 
Management.

TECHNICaL DRawING
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PROPERTIES fOR SYSTEM DESIGN

Maximum System Voltage VSYS [V] 1000 (IEC) / 600 (UL 1703) Safety Class II

Maximum Reverse Current IR [a] 4 fire Rating C

Positive design load (IEC 61215-2) [Pa] Up to 1600* Permitted operating module 
temperature

–40 °C to +85 °C 
(–40 °F to +185 °F )Negative design load (IEC 61215-2) [Pa] Up to 1600*

*tested with a safety factor γm of 1.5

PaCKaGING INfORMaTION

Measurements including pallet L 1,313 mm × W 1,131 mm × H 1,016 mm
Approx. gross weight (full box) 770 kg
Maximum no. of stacked boxes for storage 2 on 1 (batch of 3)
Modules per box 44

Max. lorry loading (24 Tons) 30, maximum allowed weight (2 × 8 + 2 × 7)
Max. 40-feet container load (24 Tons) 30, maximum allowed weight (2 × 8 + 2 × 7)

TEMPERaTURE COEffICIENTS aT 1000 w/m2

PMPP  γ  [%/K]  − 0.32 ISC   α  [%/K]  + 0.01 UOC   β  [%/K]  − 0.27

NMOT

Nominal Module Operating Temperature [°C]  42
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Graph below shows daily variations in solar panel output. Blue graph is our design while the 
brown is typical for crystalline panels. Difference over year about 10% in more output.
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Typical roof top set up in a hotel in Tropical areas
Solar panel system 25KW to 100KW in segments of 25KW output. Roofs 
are a good site and panels act as ana extra roof. Carports is also a good 
idea as it gives shadows and protection to visitors cars to sun and rain. 
We have several solutions i hard ware with aluminum profiles. 
Areas of 100 M2 or more are typical to get what is needed to make the 
building independent of grid and external trouble.

Modular bi-directional Inverter  / Charger 
controls all power functions in system. It charge 
battery unit. It produce all 1 or 3 phase 230/400 
VAC power needed. In controls the high voltage DC bus so we 
can save about 5 % more in efficiency in KWH out of the entire 
system, Power range is 28KW to 168KW in output and it is 
modular. It is in a race modul.

Battery and energy storage is based on cells in a rack/ pallet 
design. It is modular and all cells have a micro processor 
control and battery management system. This explain the 
battery unit have a very long life time and can be deep cycled 
to 100% if wanted. Ni-MH is not poisonous and 
environmentally modern and green. Booth battery and 
electronics are made in Sweden. Battery is typically 25KWH to 
100 KWH in most sites.

Lamps and energy consumption
Lots of energy is used for lamps and illumination 
and we are happy to offer a new more efficient 
generation of led lamps. In comparison with old 
style fluorocent lamps we save typically 75% of 
electricity and have better light quality. Lamps are 
not much more costly and in almost all cases the 
savings in power pay lamp in 6-12 months or less.
It is very profitable to upgrade all lamps when a 
new SPU is installed as size can be decreased a lot with better efficiency in lamps.

Solar hot water systems
Most buildings have a demand for hot 
water for hygiene or kitchen works. Here 
we have a very rugged solution that 
produce hot water by sun up to boiling 
temperature. The unique system can not 
boil and crash and have no fragile glass parts in the system. Water can be 
stored in a insulated tank for nights when sun is down.
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